QUESTIONS
it is always easier to ask questions than to answer them:
that is why the world in which we live contains more
reporters than statesmen. Not that I have much fault to
find with the reporters. For, on the whole, they make far
less mistakes than the statesmen, But they ask far more
questions—and questions, mile after dusty mile of questions,
will be the main impression and the most abiding memory
of a flurried traveller across the United States (or so many
of them as lie between Sandy Hook and the Pacific in an
eccentric line that lurched to left and right to take in Texas
and Minnesota). For it is always question-time in America.
The questions wait for him at every stopping-place.
Ascertaining his whereabouts by some mysterious alchemy,
they ring with bland insistence on his room telephone and
are shown smartly in to perch upon his trunks and search his
soul with their enquiring litany—what are his impressions
of the United States ? how does he view the last policies (or,
perhaps, the last but one) of the State Department ? would
he favour a censorship of plays, and why ? what is the
future of the movies, sex, the skyline, American fiction,
opera, the art of dancing, and the wave of crime respectively
—or, if he prefers it, viewed as a whole ? The scared ex-
plorer murmurs the customary polite evasions, to be trans-
formed into resounding truisms for to-morrow's paper,
For skilful editing can breathe life into bones whose desicca-
tion would have discouraged Ezekiel himself. But, long
before that miracle, he is on the road again and speeding
towards the same set of questions, three hundred miles
away, Between stations, as he clangs and hoots and jolts
his way across a continent, he is tormented by his own
private questionings—why, on a luxurious railway-system,
is tobacco treated as a secret vice only to be indulged in with
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